Good Argumentative Essay Topics:

✓ Are the Web Filters at Your School Too Restrictive?
✓ Does Technology Make Us More Alone?
✓ Are You Distracted by Technology?
✓ Do Apps Help You or Just Waste Your Time?
✓ Do You Spend Too Much Time on Smart Phones Playing ‘Stupid Games’?
✓ Has Facebook Lost Its Edge?
✓ Does Facebook Ever Make You Feel Bad?
✓ Should What You Say on Facebook Be Grounds for Getting Fired?
✓ Should People Be Allowed to Obscure Their Identities Online?
✓ What Should the Punishment Be for Acts of Cyberbullying?
✓ Is Online Learning as Good as Face-to-Face Learning?
✓ Do Your Teachers Use Technology Well?
✓ Should Tablet Computers Become the Primary Way Students Learn in Class?
✓ Can Cellphones Be Educational Tools?
✓ Should Computer Games Be Used for Classroom Instruction?
✓ How Young Is Too Young for an iPhone?
✓ Should Companies Collect Information About You?
✓ Would You Trade Your Paper Books for Digital Versions?
✓ Are Digital Photographs Too Plentiful to Be Meaningful?
✓ Do You Worry We Are Filming Too Much?
✓ Would You Want a Pair of Google’s Computer Glasses?
✓ How Would You Feel About a Computer Grading Your Essays?
✓ What Role Will Robots Play in Our Future?
✓ How Many Text Messages Are Too Many?
✓ How Much Do You Trust Online Reviews?

Argumentative Essay Topics On Education

✓ Is Cheating Getting Worse?
✓ Should Students Be Able to Grade Their Teachers?
✓ Does Your School Hand Out Too Many A’s?
✓ Should Middle School Students Be Drug Tested?
✓ Should Reading and Math Be Taught in Gym Class Too?
✓ How Seriously Should We Take Standardized Tests?
✓ How Well Do You Think Standardized Tests Measure Your Abilities?
✓ Do You Spend Too Much Time Preparing for Standardized Tests?
✓ Should Schools Offer Cash Bonuses for Good Test Scores?
✓ Should We Rethink How Long Students Spend in High School?
✓ Do Schools Provide Students With Enough Opportunities to Be Creative?
✓ What Are You Really Learning at School?
✓ How Important Is Arts Education?
✓ Does Gym Help Students Perform Better in All Their Classes?
✓ Who Should Be Able to See Students’ Records?
✓ Are Children of Illegal Immigrants Entitled to a Public Education?
✓ What Is the Right Amount of Group Work in School?
✓ Is Your School Day Too Short?
✓ Do You Think a Longer School Calendar Is a Good Idea?
✓ Should the Dropout Age Be Raised?
✓ Should Students Be Allowed to Skip Senior Year of High School?
✓ How Does Your School Deal With Students Who Misbehave?
✓ Should Schools Be Allowed to Use Corporal Punishment?
✓ How Big a Problem Is Bullying or Cyberbullying in Your School or Community?
✓ How Should Schools Address Bullying?
✓ Should Schools Put Tracking Devices in Students’ ID Cards?
✓ What Do You Think of Grouping Students by Ability in Schools?
✓ Do We Need a New Way to Teach Math?
✓ Does Class Size Matter?
✓ Should All Students Get Equal Space in a Yearbook?
✓ Is Prom Worth It?
✓ How Important Are Parent-Teacher Conferences?
✓ Should All Children Be Able to Go to Preschool?
✓ Should Colleges Use Admissions Criteria Other Than SAT Scores and Grades?
✓ What Criteria Should Be Used in Awarding Scholarships for College?
✓ Do You Support Affirmative Action?
✓ Do College Rankings Matter?
✓ How Necessary Is a College Education?
✓ Should Engineers Pay Less for College Than English Majors?

Argumentative Essay Topics on Sports and Athletics

✓ If Football Is So Dangerous to Players, Should We Be Watching It?
✓ Should Parents Let Their Children Play Football?
✓ Should College Football Players Get Paid?
✓ When Do Pranks Cross the Line to Become Bullying?
✓ Has Baseball Lost Its Cool?
✓ Are Some Youth Sports Too Intense?
✓ Is It Offensive for Sports Teams to Use Native American Names and Mascots?
✓ Where Should Colleges and Sports Teams Draw the Line in Selling Naming Rights?
✓ Should Colleges Fund Wellness Programs Instead of Sports?
✓ Is Cheer-leadinga Sport?
✓ How Big a Deal Is It That an N.B.A. Player Came Out as Gay?
✓ Should There Be Stricter Rules About How Coaches Treat Their Players?
Should Athletes Who Dope Have to Forfeit Their Titles and Medals?
Should Sports Betting Be Legal Everywhere?
Should Home-Schoolers Be Allowed to Play Public School Sports?
Would You Want a Bike Share Program for Your Community?

Sample Argumentative Essay Topics On Health and fitness

should healthcare be considered a right?
Is the hybrid American Health care system sustainable or will it collapse back to the state it was at prior to the recent passing of laws?
Should Cosmetic surgery be covered by insurance?
should alternate medicines be covered by insurance?
Can mental health clinics be attached to American high schools?
What is the real cost of medicine, and why are health care costs so high in the first place?
Why do people go to other countries for health care?
How is the state of corruption in the Eastern European health care system affecting the healthcare decisions of patients?
Is male circumcision ethical?
Is female circumcision ethical?
Is the compensation financially for doctors too high, are they exploiting people in need of health care?
What everyday things can people do to avoid seeing a doctor?

Argumentative Essay Topics On Immigration

Does the Government do Effective Health Screening, on New Immigrants?
How does Legal Immigration affect the workplace?
How does Illegal Immigration affect the Workplace?
What are the costs of Illegal Immigration?
How does Immigration affect the Market?
What is the cost of Immigration in the School System?
Does Port Security have an Effect on Illegal Immigration, and How Much?
How does Illegal Immigration affect the Workplace?
What does Illegal Immigration Bring to the Country?
Is Anti-Illegal Immigration Laws Effective?
What are the Costs of Illegal Immigration?
Do present Security Checks Protect Us from Hostile Immigration?
How does Immigration affect the Workplace?
What does Immigration Bring to the Country?
How effective is Profiling in Screening New Immigrants, and is it Used?

Argumentative Essay Topic on Arts and Media:

Why Do We Like to Watch Rich People on TV and in the Movies?
Do TV Shows Like ‘16 and pregnant’ Promote or Discourage Teenage Pregnancy?
✓ Does TV Capture the Diversity of America Yet?
✓ Is TV Too White?
✓ Is TV Stronger Than Ever, or Becoming Obsolete?
✓ Does Reality TV Promote Dangerous Stereotypes?
✓ What Current Musicians Do You Think Will Stand the Test of Time?
✓ What Artists or Bands of Today Are Destined for the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame?
✓ What Musician, Actor or Author Should Be a Superstar, but Hasn’t Quite Made It Yet?
✓ Will Musical Training Make You More Successful?
✓ Should Video Games Be Considered a Sport?
✓ Should Stores Sell Violent Video Games to Minors?
✓ Can a Video Game Be a Work of Art?
✓ Do Violent Video Games Make People More Violent in Real Life?
✓ When Should You Feel Guilty for Killing Zombies?
✓ What Game Would You Like to Redesign?
✓ What Were the Best Movies You Saw in the Past Year?
✓ To What Writer Would You Award a Prize?
✓ Do You Prefer Your Children’s Book Characters Obedient or Contrary?
✓ Where Is the Line Between Truth and Fiction?
✓ Can Graffiti Ever Be Considered Art?
✓ Do We Need Art in Our Lives?
✓ What Makes a Good Commercial?
✓ Why Did a Cheerios Ad Attract So Many Angry Comments Online?
✓ Does Pop Culture Deserve Serious Study?